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About This Game

A brutal crime at a hostel in the small town of Passo Fundo scares the population. The local police had never registered a case
like this.

in the investigations were found signs of possible rituals, strange symbols written by the walls, cloth dolls. but nothing that would
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lead to a solution of the case.
As the police try to understand what happened, you were hired as a night watchman to prevent the press and the more curious

young people from attempting to invade the place.
On your first night of work it can be stressfull try to stay awake doing periodic rounds and drinking coffee because your shift

can be long and weird.

Features

CCTV system for you to look for specific places in the security of your room

You do not see anything in the cameras, do not worry the motion sensor shows suspicious movements, you decide if you
want to check.

Immersive Graphics and Audio: Quality graphics give players a detailed place to explore combined with immersive
audio, creates a perfect atmospheric horror.

All doors are open, come in and explore wherever you want, but you will be responsible for yourself

Warning: this game has jumpscares.
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Title: Strange Night ll
Genre: Indie
Developer:
LB
Publisher:
LB
Release Date: 4 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core 2.3 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Russian,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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We saw classic HD remakes, we saw SS 3: BFE prequel (awesome btw) and you know what? I liked SS 2. Beated it in coop with
buddy (shouldn't be played in solo) in few days! It's pretty cool that i actually missed all of major game flaws: bad story,
cartoonish graphics and silly cutscenes. Last several levels were great! Tons of enemies and badass music. Got plenty of fun and
give my high recomendations for coop run. 8/10
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
После ремейков первых частей, после великолепной Serious Sam 3: BFE вторая часть внезапно вкатила. Да только в
коопе, да с почти что бессмертием, но вкатила. Глупый сюжет и мультяшная графика, малое количество врагов и плохие
ролики, все это в коопе просто не заметно. Уже после трети игры забываешь, что играешь в самую слабую игру серии.
Последние уровни пролетели просто на отлично. Мясо, музыка, море удовольствия, огромные и разнообразные миры. 
8/10 в коопе.. Interesting concept but not my cup of tea - you may or may not like the gameplay but I personally found it slow
and not that unique.... DIARREHA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. this game is♥♥♥♥♥. Amazing design pack!
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*********************************************************
  Review Update... Since I placed my review on the Nov 10, 2017
 Launch date for this game for this game, the developer seems to
  be showing extremely suspect and corrupt behavior to try and
  counter my negative review.. I discuss my suspicions in this video:
  https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=y8mWfllLhc0 **********************************************************

100% Asset Flip of a the base game foundation asset kit on the Unity Store called "Space Shooter Starter Kit" from back in
2013: You can see that Unity asset kit right HERE: https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/#!\/content\/11756

Feel free and watch me play this incomplete game which was flipped with ZERO effort put in by the asset flipping thieves
Drunken Apes on my Youtube "First Play on Launch Day!" First impressions look:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=bOd1kuA36eo

If you want to give the actual developer of this support, please DO NOT buy this, but just go buy the actual asset kit on Unity
that is the victim of this asset flip theft.

Drunken Apes should be ashamed of this zero effort asset flip trash. Steam should be embarrased that they continue to allow
this zero effort trash to be uploaded and sold on their store front. NOT RECOMMENDED.

Recommended Instead: Bit Blaster XL for HALF THE PRICE, and it's actually a complete and finished game with much better
gameplay. Find it right HERE: http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/433950\/Bit_Blaster_XL\/. This is a game about speed,
stealth, and lighting. The lighting seems to change at random times.

You play on either the light team or the dark team. If you stand still while in your element (a light team member in the light, a
dark team member in the shadow) you disappear from sight, and can hold a button to stay hidden and move slowly. But if you
dash (your typical movement speed), your outline becomes a bit easier to see. I've found it's easier to distinguish a moving dark
team member in shadow than it was to detect a moving light team member in light, which unbalances it a bit, but it's not too
bad, and I'm sure its something the devs can easily fix.

When you're attacking, it's pretty much one hit kills, though there are glancing blows. Also, when not stealthed, you're moving
fast. This really leads to two types of tactics. Slow, methodical, waiting ninja strikes where you remember where you are while
stealthed and wait for an opponent to either pass over you, or get close enough to dash and slice them up. It's that, or you dash
around, just trying to be faster than everyone else. I've found either tactic works well, and obviously you can change up while
you play, depending on the situation.

So with the dynamics at play, it makes the game feel like you're either a ninja, hiding in wait, or a samurai trying to out iajutsu
everyone else. Tons of fun, tons of flavor for a simple 4 person multiplayer game (no story, no single player except with bots).

Just the fact that this is a PC game with local multiplayer makes me like this game, everything else about it makes me love it.

Get this game, get three friends, and play this game! NOW!. this game made me hate MLP:FIM because of how disgusting and
bloody it is, i'm never going to let my children watch it!. A nice little game. You're trapped in an underground prison (actually, a
mine) and must go up level by level to escape, avoiding guards and other dangers. The levels get harder and harder. Nothing
cerebral, but fun. 8/10. I liked the concept of the game, I really did. Running around feeling like some parkour master above the
clouds. One major selling point is the grappling hook however, which brings me to say no to the game, because of it infuriating
me whilst playing the game. The grappling hook just feels weird using, it's way too hard to connect with your curser, the auto
aim works a few times, but there's often times where the auto aimer tells you that it's going to connect, then it doesn't. A lot of
times it feels as though it has a longer range then it has, making you having to repeat the same obstacle for ten minutes, just
because of the grappling hook screwing you over. It's a good and pretty relaxing game, but over all, my experience with the
grappling hook just made me not want to launch it again.
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